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RAPID STRUCTURE SEAn HES VIA PERUTED CEMICAL INE-NOTATIONS (InI)

A COMPUTER-PODUCU INDEX

by

Charles E. Granitoa, John E. Schultzb,
Gerald W. Gibson, Alan Gelbergc,
R. J. Williamsad, and E. A. Metcalf

INTRIMUCTION

The previous papers in this seriesl' 2have discussed Ute coneopt of an

index of permuted Wiswesser chemical line-notations, the significance of a

QUICK-SCAN area, and simple methods for preparing this type of index for a

small index file of compounds (up to c. 5000). It has been pointed out that

the preparation of an index for a large number of compounds would require the

use of a computer. This is the subject of this paper.

The project was started in 1963. At that time, a Univac File Computer

(Model 3I) was readily available and, therefore, used for preparing the index.

After the program was written and satisfactorily tested on a trial deck of

1000 cards, approximately 55,000 Wiswesser chemical line-notations, on file

in this office, were indexed. A program which achieves this same result has

been written for an I19 1401 at the T. R. Evans Research Center of the Diamond

Alkali Company. Both programs are available for potential users.

a - To whom all inquiries should be addressed.
b - Present Address: Westminster College, Pulton, Missouri.
c - Present Addreas: Diamond Alkali Company, Painesville, Ohio.
d - Data Processing Division, Managenent Science and Data Systems

Office, Zdgewood Arsenal, Maryland
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The discussion of a general progra to accomplish this perwrtation

will be divid6d into four categories:

1. Computer preparation of the index.

2. Cost of preparing an index,

3. The index.

4. Uses of the index.

1. O Uh FWPARATICI OF TOE INDEX.

The input is a single punch-card per compound, containing an accession

ninmber, a two column screen, and a Wieweser chemical line-notation. The

program is designed to effect the permutation of the line-notation as each

card is read onto magnetic tape, i.e., the operations required to select

pertinent symbols, generate the scan area, and permute the notation are ac-

complished and the results stored prior to acceptance of the rait line-nota-

tion. The path followed by a typical line notation card in these operations

will be discussed rather than giving the step-by-step details of the less under-

standable directions and flow charts of the progrmaer.

For the purpose of this discussion, it is convenient to think of the in-

put information as occupying one row of a compartment in the core memory (Mem-

ory I, figure 1). For easy visualization, the emory row which can hold 120

characters, is further divided into four areas: A, B, C, and D (figure 2).

Each area is separated by a blank space to make the final print-c.it more read-

able, and the following arbitrary assignsents are made:

a. Area A (8 spaces) for the accession number.

b. Area B (2 spaces) for a prefix to serve as a

screen in the index.



c. Area C (11 spaces) for the QUIIIC-K8 symbols to be

generated by the comput*r.

d. Area D (96 spaces) for the line-notation.

Areas A, B, and D contain information read direet3y from the cart. At

th•a start, area C is empty; it will be filled by symbols, selected by the com-

puter in its operations on a line-notation, for which an entry wl be made in

the tndex. The line-notation will be found in the last half of area D (spaces

73 throuth 120)3 initially, the first half of ar D (spaces 25 th•ough 73) is

empty. Space 73, the center of area D, corresponds to the index cola of the

listing.

After all of the infomation on one card has been fed into the inumt sen-

tion of Memory I, the computer in ready to start generating the information for

ths QUICK-SCAN area and the permutations of the line-notation. The notation is

transferred to a reserve mmory, ENmory H (see figure 1). In this transfer

and all subsequent transfers of the notation, the information in Areas A, B,

and C is associated with the notation, but is not operated Vpon. Memory TI

holds the notation for a series of actions:

a. The notation is duplicated into YEmory III, i.e.,

the Information in spaces 73-120 of area D is dupli-

cated.

b. In emory ai, the symbol in space 73, the tndexing symbol,

is compared to an exclusion list2 . (A list of symbols used

in the Wiewesser chemical line-notations that would not be

useful as •1dexing teom.) If the symbol (space 73) is not
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found on the list, the entire block of information is

considered to be an index entry and is returned to Mem-

ory I for storage. Simultaneously, the Index symbol

(space 73) is duplicated and sent to Memory IV where it

is held until all entries for this notation have been

prepared. The initial symbol of a notation is always an

index entry.

c. As the first block is accepted by Memory I a signal is

sent to Memory II and again the notation is transferred

to Memory III. However, this time the transfer involves

a position change (one space left), so that the line-nota-

tion now occupies the 72-119 block, and the new symb-l in

space 73 is compared to the exclusion list. If the symbol

is acceptable, the course of action is the sane as for the

first block of information. If the symbol is not a desir-

able indexing term, the information in Maeory III is erased

and Memory II is alerted by signal to continue the process.

d. As soon as Memory III compares two successive spaces con-

taining no symbols (indicates end of line-notation) or after

120 (last position) this part of the operation ceases.

After each symbol in a line-notation has been considered and the appro-

priate operations have taken place on each, the symbols stored in Memory IV

are returned to I and the SCAN SYMBOLS are entered in area C for each entry
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that has been returned foirm the operations in Memory III. Prior to the

acceptance of the second card, all information in Memory I is transferred

to magnetic tape for storage and future sorting. The magnetic tape con-

tains all the information generated from each line-notation; if pri.nted-

out at this stage, a listing as shown in figure 3, would be obtained. The

entire operation from card to storage of the permuted line-notations on tape

takes less than a second per card. The methodology described can be applied

to line-notations containing a maximum of h8 columns* on a punch-card. In

our files, approximately 85% of the compounds require twenty columns or less.

In some cases, it is desirable to include in the notation field certain non-

notational information, e.g., 95% pure, dimer, etc. To accomplish this the

notation proper is followed by two spaces and the remAining area (up to space

120) is used for any desired information. Information preceded by two spaces

will be printed out with the various permutations.

In order to create an index, all of the taped permutations must now be

sorted alpha-numerically. This can be accomplished with an off-line tape

sorter which requires no computer time. The tape of sorted notations is used

to print out the index. The index column may be indicated either with a line

(specially printed paper) or with a printer-produced mark referencing the

index column at the top and b3ttom of each page. The example of a print-out

(figure 4) shows a page of permuted notations for some of tne sulfur compounds

appearing in the Pesticide Index (2nd Edition). The address gives the page

where the drawn structure and data may be found.

*This is an arbitrary assignment, any length may be chosen. For the Honeywell
40O we extended it to 60 columns and found that this covered greater than 99.9%
of our file.
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.COSTOF PREPARING .ýN INDEX.

The Univac File Computer (Model II) used for preparing the first large

,idcx is a relatively slow machine with a low tape density (92 characters per

inch as compared to 536 for the Honeywell )00). It is, therefore, not "ompar-

able to most of the computers available in industry today which can perform

this operation more economically. In order to make the dollar values more

meaningful, the figures given will be based upon our experience with an IRK

140l, at the T. R. Evans Research Center and the Honeywell 400 which has re-

placed the Univac a*ý the Data Processing Center of Edgewood.

The IBM 1401 was uved for permuting 5991 line-notations. The inpuit time

was approximately 1h nours (80 cards per minute). For the 5991 compounds, a

total of 33,080 entries were generated (5.5 entries/compound). These entries

were stored on one-third of a reel of magnetic tape. In other words, one stand-

ard reel, (2400 ft.) could hold all of the entries for the indexing of a&,out

18,000 compounds, or 108,000 entries (assuming 6 entries/compound). The alpha-

numeric sorting time required for the 33,080 entries was 30 minutes. The print-

ing time (650 lines/minute) was 55 minutes. Therefore, the total machine time

(input to hard copy) was just under 3 hours. At a rental of $52/hr. and allow-

ing $15 for paper, the cost of preparing an index of the permuted line-notations

of about 6,000 compounds, excluding labor and programming costs, would be ap-

proximately $165, i.e., 2.75 cents/compound.

Experience gained with the Honeywell 400 computer at Edgewood Arsenal

leadb us to predict that the 350,000 entries generated from 55,000 compounds

(6.j entries/compound) could be stored on 3 to 4 tapes whereas 21 tapes were

required for the Univac II. input requires about three hours, sorting time
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hours, and printing tii.o (900 llnes/minute) 5 to 6 hours. Once again

using a reasonable rental of $52/hr., the 55,000 compounds (350,000 entries)

could be indexed for approximately $850, including $200 for papier. This

averages out to about 1½ cents per compound.

In addition to actual operation costs, the cost of the program for

the computer must be considered. This is a one time job for a given com-

puter. The progrmn written for the Univac took 100 hours (including de-

bugging time). Since programming usually costs about $10/hour, $1000 would

be a good estimate of the cost for writing the first program. However, the

program subsequently written for the IBM 1401 required only 24 hrs. or $240.

Since both programs are available on request, the cost for a program on a

different model should be comparable to that required for the 1401. In other

words, for about $1100 one could generate an index of permuted line-notations

for 55,000 compounds.

Generation of 55,000 line-notations from chemical structures would cost

about $10,000 (or 18 cents/notation). The rates used to arrive at this fig-

ure are summarized in figure 5. It should be remembered that not tt-_-Iý , v.1!e

prepared, will serve as input not cnly for the first index but aubsequent ones

as well.

3. THE INDEX

For 55,000 line-notations, an index of 7173 pages was obtalned. There

was a maximum of 49 entries per page, i.e., over 350,000 entries were gener-

ated. These pages were divided into 24 volumes. For ease of handling, each

volume was cut to 11 x 14 inches and bound with hard covere. The back of
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acth vc.lwne was labeled in the same manner as an encyclopedia. After bind-

ing, thJe books occupied 4O inches of shelf space.

e USE OF THE INDEX

In order to test the usefulness of the index some 25 structure see:;.hes

were carried out. Each of these searches had been made previously using molec-

ular formulae, a fragmentation code3, and tabulated listings of line-notations

in alpha-numeric order. In each case, the index was found to be significantly

faster and a greater number of compounds meeting the search criteria were found.

Some searches which had required a full day were completed in a matter of min-

utes using the index.

The index is used in the same manner as a dictionary. Both specific and

general searches including analogs and homologs may be run at one's desk.

There is no further need to use any mechanical equipment in locating desired

structures.

a. Specific Look-up

For a specific structure, one prepares the line-notation and looks it up

in the index. This process has proven to be faster than writing out a molec-

ular formula and locating it in a molecular formula file. Each notation re-

presents but one compound whereas each formula may represent many compounds.

Since the notat.on is unique and unambiguous, it can be found in a specific

location in the index. An average structure requires about seconds to en-

code and a notation can be found in the index as fast Rs a word can be located

in a dictionary.
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b. General Searcher

The procedure for running general searches is nearly as simple as the

specific lock-up. One decides which symbols meet the requirements of the

request and either locates these in the index or assigns a clerical .;orker

to the job. The frequency of occurrence for index symbols would determine

the starting place in the index. Table 1 presents the frequency of index

symbols for our first index. This table could be extended to include a more

detailed break-down (beyund the first index symbol), if desired. It is not

necessary to know what the line-notations represent to find entries in the

index, just as it is not necessary to know the meaning of a word to find it

in a dictionary.

With an index of permuted .ine-notations the individual in charge of

chemical structure retrieval could rapidly answer such questions as:

(1) How many quinoline derivatives are on file?

(2) Which quinolines contain a nitro group as well

as a hydroxyl group?

(3) How many aliphatic alkynes have been investigated

and which ones contain chlorine?

All of these questions could be answered routinely. They would be

handled as follows:

(1) Open the T volume of the index to the T66 PNJ

section (a matter of seconds).

(2) Visually check the QUICK-SCAN area of the quino-

line section, checking off those for which a M

11



TA9LE 1

FWQUENCY OF G C,;U CE FOR INDEX S2O41OLS

CpmIUTmD INDEX #1)

SYMBOL rAm TOAL SNOL RANK TOTA'ý

- 27 206 I 22 1966

1 17 4;8i J 33 11

2 21 2132 K 20 3450

3 26 278 L 13 8421

4 25 647 m 8 20785

5 32 93 N 1 47201

6 29 151 0 2 38320

7 30 114 P 18 4029

8 28 ..74 Q 5 27513

9 31 96 R 4 34604

A 23 1731 S 9 19547

B 24 1361 T 6 24401

C 16 4565 U 10 17003

V 3 35617

E 19 3624 W 12 8941

F 15 5430

G 7 23524

H 14. 7502 Z 1 12451

*Th0-se frequencies are for ineed symbols, and do not include those excluded
by the program. (e.g., the T count is for T's which initiate ring systemc, not

T's indicating ring saturation).

12
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and Q arpear (for the nitro- and hydroxyl-groups,

respectively).

(3) Open the index to the UU section, count the com.-

pounds not containing an L (carbocyclic), T (heterr;-

cyclic), or R (benzenoid) in the QUICK-SCAN area.

Check off those which do have a G in the QUICK-SCAN

area and list them.

A clerk with nc chemical background could find the answers to each of

the questions given above if provided with a list of appropriate search symbols.

If a large number of searches were to be run every day this would be the most

economical approach. The frequency of searches may well determine the need to

perform computer searches. Since the permuted notations are already on magne-

tic tape, a search program can be written and performed.

When a large number of compounds are found that meet the search require-

ments, it has been found useful to make a Xerox reproduction of the index

pages instead of writing down the numbers for each compound. This avoids

transcription errors which mount up quickly for long lists of numbers.

It is realized that the forementioned questions are not complex. Hc-

ever, these are the types of questions most frequently asked. With the in-

dex, such questions take only minutes to answer. Any increase in the numbers

of parameters or specificity-shortens the search time rec.-ired by reducing

the search to a smaller section of the indox.

c. Limitations

The only questions the index is not designed to handle efficiently are

those involving the relative positions of every atom within a molecule, e.g.,

13



which ccmpounds in the file contain a nitrogen atom three atoms from any

oxygen atom and two carbons removed from a sulfur atom? In Wiswesser line-

notations, symbols generally represent groups of atoms rather than an ind5.-

v-idual atom. This prevents the use of the index for such searches. Hr,-ver,

it is not a limitation of the notation, for a computer could be programmed

to use the notation for such searches4.

d. Who Needs to Know the Notation

Only one or two chemisLs within an organization need to know the Wiswesser

line-notation to make the index a useful means of retrieving chemical struc-

ture3. The chemist or administrator can request information by structure(s)

and receive answers in the same form. After compound numbers are found in the

index, structure cards can be pulled, reproduced, and sent to the requester.

The notation serves only as a means by which compounds are located.

e. Potential

As demonstrated, the index is a very powerful tool for keeping track of

a file of chemical compounds. However, it has an even greater potential. For

example, it could expedite procurement procedures. An organization which routine-

ly purchases large numbers of materials from commercial suppliers could encode

the compounds listed in available catalogues and include the source and price

of each item. Preparation of an index would then permit rapid determination

of compound availabil.4 ty, the companies offering an item, and. their listed

prices. All of this information would be found in the same section of the index,

under the specific notation.



A second possibility _s the generation of a functional group index

for all chemical structures appearing in a catalog, textbook, journal, or

secondary source publication.

Another possibility that is now being explored is the incorporation of

biological data into the index. The inclusion of such data would permit in-

vestigation of structure-activity relationships. A glance at a given section

would reveal how many compounds contained a given ring structure(s), functional

group(s), or combinations thereof; as well as the type and level of activity

exhibited. This could be a powerful aid to a Director of Research or his assict-

ants. Any type of data could be included; the possibilities are unlimited.

The data can be ordered by any desirable parameter with the linearized struc-

tures associated with it for comparison.

f. Updating the Index

Updating the index does not present a problem. Since the program is

availablc, supplements, which will include compounds received after the major

index was generated, can be prepared at suitable intervals. When the supple-

ments become too namerous for easy searching, the tapes used for each index

can be blended and used to create a new master index. The frequency of up-

dating would depend upon the growth rate of the file.

SI•MARY

The preparation of a computer-produced index of permut::d Wiswesser

chemical line-notations is described. The uses and '.jmitations of this

powerful and economical retrieval tool are discussed. The utility of such

an index may be markedly increased by the inclusion of biological, source,

cost, etc., data.
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FIGME 3

EIA1PLE OF WAXN1ETIC TAPE PRINT-OUT

PRIOR TO SORTING

1174iEX COLtI4

00001008 Cl TI1Q T6Nj EQ
00001008 Cl TNQ T6NJ EQ
ooooioo5 cl TNQ T6NJ EQ
OO02b.lOl 6 QVG Qv2G
00024~101 6 QVG QV20
000214101 6 QVG Qv2G
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FIGURE h

EXAMPLE Or PRINT-OUT

PAGE OF PEFMUTED NOTATIONS FOR SOME SULFUR COMPOUNDS
APPEARING IN Ph T-IIDE INDEX-(2ND EDITION)

i C • '•NOTATION

-,,Tndex Column

P12 130A 38 HGNRSWR 2-HG-Nz&I SWR D
P12 052B 37 ZSWG G. SWR DOG
P12 21J.A 37 GIISWRQ 0 3 DR* GWR DG
P12 1120 38 ZSWRPOO Z Wt DOPO&/O1 2
P12 098E 38 ZSWIIOPOO Z SWR DOPO&/02 2
P12 112D 38 ZSWREPSO Z SWR DOPS&/O1 2
P12 13OF 38 MSWRPSO 24 SWR DOPS&/Ol 2
P12 14~9C 38 •4SWROPSO 1Ya SWR DOPAS/O1 2P12 O98F 38 ZSWROPSO 

Z SWR DOPS&/02 2P12 092C 37 ZSWRO 
Z SWR XGP12 2CE B5 TNNRSWZNO T5NNJ AR D SWZ& C DNO E

P12 094A 8 OPSSXVM 10 2PS& SX.&5 41
P12 047B C7 TVNVUSXGGG T56 BVNV GUTJ C SXGGG
P12 135A G7 TVNVSXGGG T56 BVNVJ C SIGGG
P12 210D G7 TVNVUSXGGYGG T56 BVNV GUTJ C SXGGYGG
P12 139A X5 TOSSXVNMNUUQQ T66 165 0 I1 AS SXVN GVN KU MU A BT&TTJ E F1Q JQ
P12 093E 8 OPSSSY 20 2PS&Si SY
P12 222B 8 OPOSSYVM 10 2PO&S2 SY&M1
P12 090B 38 OPSSYRCN 20 2PS& SYR&CN
P12 194C P3 TNSYSNUS T C566 EN D SYS HNJ EUS
P12 213C C3 TNSYSNUS T c566 EN D SYS IINJ EUS
P12 037B 3 NYUSSYUM INI&S SYUS&M 22
P12 128C 3 NYUSSYUK4 INI&YUS& SYUS&M 22
P12 095B 38 OPSORS 20 2PS&OR C D SI
P12 130D 38 OPSORS 20PS&1&OR D SI
P12 130E 38 OPCR-S 20PS&MI&OR C D SI
P12 167C 38 SPORS SPJ&3&OR C D SI
P12 100A C3 TNNNS4Y T6N CN ENJ B SI D- F/MY 2
P12 200B C3 TNNNSK T6N CN ENJ B S D--FIM2 9
P12 167B C3 TNNNSM!M T6N CN ENJ B SI 1MY FM1
P12 O24A C3 TNNNS!MM T6N CN ENJ B SI DMY FV42
P12 095C 38 OPSORS 20 2PS&OR C D S1 E

*Refers to page number appearing in Pesticide Index
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FIGURE 5

TIME AND COST ESTIMATES FOR AN INDEX OF PERMUTED
LINE-NOTATIONS FOR 55,000 COM-POUS

INPUT (Line-notations)

TIME (days) COST ($)

WRITING NOTATIONS 110 (500/day) 4400 ($40/day)

PROOFING NOTATYONS 110 440O

PREPAWJNG PUNCI!-CAROS 27.5 (2000/day) 1140 ($16/day)

VERIFYING PUNCH-CARDS 27.5 440

TOTAL $9680

COST OF 55,000 CARDS at $0•0-125/CARD 69

COST FOR MACHINE RENTAL (KEY-PUNCH & VERIFIER) 120

$9869

INDEX

PROGRAM COST $240

MACHINE RENTAL (13 Hrs, $52/Hr.) 676

PAPER 200

TOTAL $1116

TOTAL COST FOR INDEXING 55,000 STRUCTURES $12,085
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